Quantifying the kinetics and morphological changes of the fusion of spheroid building blocks.
Tissue fusion, whereby two or more spheroids coalesce, is a process that is fundamental to biofabrication. We have designed a quantitative, high-throughput platform to investigate the fusion of multicellular spheroids using agarose micro-molds. Spheroids of primary human chondrocytes (HCH) or human breast cancer cells (MCF-7) were self-assembled for 24 h and then brought together to form an array comprised of two spheroids (one doublet) per well. To quantify spheroid fusogenicity, we developed two assays: (1) an initial tack assay, defined as the minimum amount of time for two spheroids to form a mechanically stable tissue complex or doublet, and (2) a fusion assay, in which we defined and tracked key morphological parameters of the doublets as a function of time using wide-field fluorescence microscopy over a 24 h time-lapse. The initial tack of spheroid fusion was measured by inverting the micro-molds and centrifuging doublets at various time points to assess their connectedness. We found that the initial tack between two spheroids forms rapidly, with the majority of doublets remaining intact after centrifugation following just 30 min of fusion. Over the course of 24 h of fusion, several morphological changes occurred, which were quantified using a custom image analysis pipeline. End-to-end doublet lengths decreased over time, doublet widths decreased for chondrocytes and increased for MCF-7, contact lengths increased over time, and chondrocyte doublets exhibited higher intersphere angles at the end of fusion. We also assessed fusion by measuring the fluorescence intensity at the plane of fusion, which increased over time for both cell types. Interestingly, we observed that doublets moved and rotated in the micro-wells during fusion and this rotation was inhibited by ROCK inhibitor Y-27632 and myosin II inhibitor blebbistatin. Understanding and optimizing tissue fusion is essential for creating larger tissues, organs, or other structures using individual microtissues as building parts.